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Abstract: Sustainability and digitalization are essential duties for companies to perform in the current
socio-economic landscape due to risks caused by traditional manufacturing practices, and rules
imposed by stakeholders and governments. Tools that help exploring uncertain future scenarios
to address such a complex challenge are of vital importance for both businesses, governments,
and financial institutions. This paper presents the IN4.0-SD, a novel system dynamics model to
capture the dynamic interplay of industrial innovation, inequality, and inflation. The IN4.0-SD is a
closed-economy System Dynamics model composed of three agents: sustainable oriented innovation
business (SOIB), digital asset supplier business (DASB), and household. DASB and SOIB are both
assumed to supply one product to the economy and fundamentally differ among each other in
their business models. While the sustainable oriented innovation business produces and sells
capital goods making revenue out of sales, digital asset supplier detaches the concept of production
from sales moving toward an intangible economy, charging for a fee licence of their tools that can
be distributed via a network economy. Simulations show the level of flexibility of the model in
addressing a variety of scenarios, playing at the threshold of technology development, inequality
rise, massive unemployment and providing an archetype for sustainable oriented innovation and
digital transformation models. The findings suggested by the model analysis are used to infer
conclusions for the wider society, including implications for sustainable oriented businesses and
digital transformation. These are confirmed by previous studies, around the overall trend in wealth
creation for large technology firms’ owners, potential impact for employment in the digital economy,
and transformation for the labour market.

Keywords: sustainability-oriented innovation; digital transformation; inequality; inflation; employ-
ment; productivity; sustainable supply chain

1. Introduction

Sustainability and digitalization are essential duties for companies to perform in
the current socio-economic landscape due to risks caused by traditional manufacturing
practices, and rules imposed by stakeholders and government. As a result, an increasing
number of companies around the world have invested in sustainability and digital tech-
nologies, in order to understand how several risks are impacting traditional way of doing
business, the environment and quality of life [1]. The development towards digitalization
brings several junctures for achieving a sustainable industrial system [2].

These challenges are summarized by the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
framework (United Nation, 2015) set by United Nations—this is a universal, integrated set
of goals designed to address 17 key interlinked challenges on people, business, and planet.
The 17 goals rely on different targets, from climate change (SDG#13), sustainable production
and consumption (SDG#12) up to industry innovation and infrastructure (SDG#9) just
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to mention the most business-oriented ones [3]. To achieve these goals, companies have
to adopt a “corporate sustainability” view by implementing sustainable strategies and
business models to lead an organizational and technical transformation impacting on
diverse competitive dimensions: efficiency, productivity, and innovation. Innovation is
probably one of the most important factors influencing social system change since James
Watt patented the first steam engine in 1781 [4,5]. It is the main driver for productivity
growth in our society, supporting exponential growth in the economy via activating a
variety of self-reinforcing feedback loops of assets and knowledge accumulation, and
expanding investments over time. However, no real material growth is possible in a
finite planet, leading toward overshooting planetary boundaries, and being cause of
anthropogenic emission, and climate change [6–8].

One answer to deal with the sustainability transition is more innovation, leading
towards massive change in the structure of capital, labour organization, business model
and technology [9]. The dematerialisation of physical products is merging the trends in
(i) sustainability-oriented innovation (SOI) and (ii) digitization. SOI, supports systems
change in terms of both organization’s culture, philosophy, and values, with the purpose of
establishing social and environmental benefit beside the profit [10]. The fourth industrial
revolution the so-called Industry 4.0 (I4.0) consists of a digital shift of business model,
strategy, product, and process, through the implementation of innovative technologies
(such as artificial intelligence, big data, internet of things etc). Scholars and practitioners
recognize the potential opportunities of I4.0 for a SOI development, however they also
agree on the need to further study this combination as it supposes a disruptive impact on
markets, business models, supply and value chains [11].

To understand the impact of SOI and the digital transformation on the current produc-
tive and economic system, we propose a theoretical system dynamics model which provide
insights on Industrial Innovation, Inequality, and Inflation (IN4.0-SD). The purpose is to
develop the simplest possible model that captures different combinations of interplay these
variables and their interrelationships via scenario analysis. The IN4.0-SD is composed of
three agents: Sustainable Oriented Innovation Business (SOIB), Digital Assets Supplier
Business (DASB), and household. SOIB and DASB business are both assumed to supply
one product to the economy and fundamentally differ among each other in their business
model. While the SOIB produces and sells capital goods making revenue out of sales,
DASB detaches the concept of production from sales moving toward an intangible econ-
omy, charging for a fee licence of their tools that can be distributed via a network economy.
DASB is assumed to be a key driver for change in the assets structure in both the SOIB
and DASB companies, both in terms of productivity, efficiency, and labour requirement
for operations. Simulations show the level of flexibility of the model in addressing a
variety of scenarios, playing at the threshold of technology development, inequality rise,
massive unemployment and providing an archetype for digital transformation and impact
on sustainability type of models. The model can provide a good base when applied to sus-
tainability type scenarios when dealing with energy transitions, climate change mitigation,
and socio-technical transformations.

The model results are used to promote a pragmatic, organizational change, not dis-
ruptive or radical, and to support companies in the transition towards a more digital and
sustainable industrial system. The model can help evaluating “co-benefits and reduce
trade-offs”, and therefore mitigate the negative impacts of existing solutions or, while
at the same time highlight sensitive points for synergic positive impact dynamics that
amplify via self-reinforcing feedback loops. In light of the above, the IN4.0-SD provides a
great deal of flexibility in its parameterization and supports a wide range of scenarios that
can help address the potential roles of SOI and digital transformation in industry, as well
as addressing the feedback effects on the economy as a whole, providing inputs to both
inflation growth, employment and dynamics of inequality.

The paper is structured as follows: the next section depicts the state of the art related
to SOI and digital transition. Section 3 explains the IN4.0-SD model structure as well as the
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building blocks of the model. Section 4 provides sensitivity and scenario analysis; Section 5
describes the key modelling insights. Discussion of the results are provided in Section 6,
and Section 7 draws the conclusions from this study. Additional Appendix A describing
key formulations, as well as the list of the parameters and equations are also proposed.

2. Sustainability Oriented Innovation and Digital Transformation
2.1. Sustainability Oriented Innovation: Causes and Effects

The challenge for companies is to design innovation strategies to support a wide
variety of stakeholders and at the same time improve well-being in the society, deals with
redistribution of resources and equality among rich and poor, and maintains key target
economic variables (e.g., inflation) to stable positive levels behind these sustainability
initiatives [12].

Geradts and Bocken (2019) stated that SOIs can get many forms—development of
new or improved product, service, process and business model which bring benefits to the
environment or the society at large [13]. Process innovation refers to the solutions adopted
to improve the process goods and services [14]. It aims at improving the eco-efficiency of
the company. The major focus is on cleaner production. Organization innovation refers
to the reorganization of the routines and structures within firms to focus people and
organization.

Like sustainability, SOI involves different dimensions [14]: (i) operational optimization—
“doing more with less” by taking into account regulations, eco-efficiency and greening;
(ii) organizational transformation—“doing good by doing new things”, by going beyond
greening; (iii) systems building—“doing good by doing new things with others”, by
focusing on collaboration capabilities. Voegtlin and Scherer (2017) identify two classes of
SOI: (i) “Innovations that avoid harming people and the planet”, and (ii) “Innovations
that improve conditions for people and the planet”. They also highlighted the dual nature
of SOIs (this is similar in SDGs too): one innovation can have a positive impact on one
dimension of the triple bottom line (TBL) (or one SDG) and be harmful for another [15].

In order to help achieve sustainability, innovation is the proper means which could be
adopted by two directions, ones by proposing something new and another by imposing
the remarkable improvement in the current state of organization. The success of inno-
vation is contingent on diffusing it in the market or implementing it through industrial
processes [16].

SOI practices is achievable through two directions including strategic sustainable
behaviour and sustainable entrepreneurship.

The former one includes three main behaviours. The first one is “reactive” behaviour
which tries to provide the proper respond to the external drivers, the second one is “antici-
patory” which utilizes the time initiatives to comprehend the advantage characterized by
competition, and the last one is “innovation-based” [17]. The first two causes incremental
innovations as they primarily react to exterior changes [18]. The radical innovation change
occurs by Innovation based strategies which has high level of capability to impress the
sustainable development of whole industries [19].

The analysis on sustainable entrepreneurship reveals that it strictly affects the evolu-
tion of industries part toward reinforcing the sustainability via altering the structure of
market, consumption patterns and supplying the product through innovative way which
restrain the environmental impact.

The fact that how much the enterprise could adopt the innovative idea for strengthen-
ing their sustainability completely depends on their innovative capacity which identifies by
skills, competencies, and capabilities [20]. Klewitz and Hansen asserted that if enterprises
increase the frequency of interaction with the external actors, they could involve in the
innovative practices beyond the firms’ level through collaboration [21].

This kind of collaboration forms the alliances. The alliances integrate the required
capabilities and resources and allow firms the mutual right to use. The analysis on this
context revealed two main capabilities for alliance which includes alliance proactiveness
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and alliance portfolio coordination [22]. The former one comprises a set of procedures
that allow a firm to adjust its performance by figuring out and following new partners,
networks, and alliances. In the context of innovation, the task of alliance proactiveness
is illuminating the way of how they should look for the new alliance opportunity and
how they should initiate it [23]. Leischnig and Geigenmuller (2018) declared that the
striking contribution of this capability is expanding market functioning through various
contingency arrangements and levels of market mobility [24].

Alliance portfolio coordination capability involves the ability to recognize combined
effect and keep away from sections of commonality, to utilize areas of complementar-
ity, and to identify mutual dependencies. This capability aims to enhance knowledge
flows and information quality within the firm’s existing portfolio through integrating and
synchronizing of present alliances [23].

Along with the independent effect of alliance proactiveness and alliance portfolio
coordination for strengthening SOI, the mutual interaction between them also creates
the positive influence with respect to the SOI. For example, by utilizing the capability
of portfolio, the procedure of finding new alliance through recognizing the gap among
alliances will be facilitated [25]. Thus, cross-pollination among present and new alliance
partners may provide evidence of high value for SOI results [22].

Inigo and Albareda (2019) conducted a comprehensive study on the way in which the
three stages of innovation ((i) adaptation, (ii) expansion and (iii) transformation) impacts
companies’ performance while aiming at achieving sustainability. The insights stemming
from their analysis showed that there exist two synergic interactions between the strate-
gic sustainability of the firm and their level levels of dynamic capabilities towards SOI.
These include path dependence and self-reinforcement each supporting and maintaining
sustainability practices within organizations [26].

In order to address how the defined pathway could be adapted consistently with the
nature of a system it is important to collect data and gather knowledge of the current state
of the system. In fact, innovation strongly depends on the availability of knowledge [27]
and the approach that effectively manages that knowledge [28]. Tura et al. (2019) applies
qualitative research to investigate the challenges of utilizing sustainability knowledge to
enhance SOI and propose the solutions to cope with them [29].

A crucial factor significant to the process of designing innovation is the size of the
organizations and the inequality between them. Since the small and medium enterprises
(SMEs) face greater restrictions in terms of skills, expertise, and resources [30], the type of
their innovative activities is more complicated and less effective than those of the large
enterprises [31]. To compensate for these limitations, the SMEs have to collaborate with
other entities improve their effectiveness in achieving SOI. In this domain, Wu (2017)
classifies SMEs adopting econometric analysis by looking at the empirical assessment on
interrelationship among socially responsible supplier development, SOIs, and sustainable
performance. He disclosed that when SMEs adopt SOIs in multidimensional orientation,
their sustainability could be significantly meliorated [32].

Wetering et al. (2017) evaluated the role of information technology (IT) flexibility
and its relationship with strengthening SOI capabilities. They suggest that IT should be
treated as adaptive technology that co-evolves with organizational capabilities and acts as
a facilitator for cooperation [33].

A common practice for SOI is the so called Natural Inspired Innovation (NII). NII
consists of establishing sustainability and organizing research and development (R&D) to
innovate organizations and products to mimic those observed in nature. In order to identify
the most influential factors on the NII implementation in the corporate context, Mead et al.
(2020) used multi-criteria qualitative analysis based on six case studies that attempted
to adopt NII in multiple domains. They found that the characteristics of the innovation
context, decision-making units, and the innovation itself strongly affect the success of
NII projects and suggest that the managers should consider the long-term perspective of
investments in NII [34].
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From a market perspective, SOI has also created competition among manufacturers
that are forced to keep innovating their businesses to maintain their market share. Bus-
tamante (2020) analysed industrial processes that adopt SOI to evaluate their impact on
the market. This indicated that the process innovation not only can be helpful for external
objectives such as revenue generation but also support the business owner to cover a wider
scope of industry goals such as more sustainable production and consumption. On the
other hand, a continuous rush toward innovating systems and business models can gener-
ate concerns and challenges from social aspect including employment and inequality. For
example, higher competitiveness and productivity might be reached via replacing human
labour and decision making with robots, automation, or algorithms. This can be a threat to
individual freedoms and rights, with implications for societal cohesion, employment, and
well-being [35].

2.2. Socio-Economic Impact of Digital Transformation

I4.0 and digitalization are pushing companies to evolve from existing business models
towards the digital factory concept, which consists of a mix of tangible and intangible assets.
Most of the I4.0 technologies are in an embryonic stage and the association of these cause
new “matched technologies” which could work in a physical and digital environment. I4.0
technologies impact on business models, production paradigm and logistic operations
driving various businesses to replace traditional industrial systems. The state of uncertainty
in the application of these paradigms creates a complexity in the understanding of the
effects of such systems. The necessity to shape industrial innovation processes is also
encouraged by the fact that we are exceeding the planetary boundaries. Based on Kate
Raworth’s Doughnut Economy framework, we should all find balance between those
boundaries, but maintaining a just society for all, taking care, among other things, of the
inequality between the wealthy and the poor [36].

However, the relation between technology and sustainable development is complex.
On the one hand, technologies need resources with an impact on the environment and
require considerable socio technical changes. On the other hand, technologies can lead
to a more resource efficient economic and production system, by reducing the stress on
the environment and its effect on society. Hekkert et al. (2007) developed a framework
based on different innovation functions to examine technological change. The framework
relies on the most relevant processes that need to be managed to succeed in technology
development and diffusion. They determined different functions of innovation systems:
(i) entrepreneurial activities, (ii) knowledge development, (iii) knowledge diffusion through
networks, (iv) guidance of the search, (v) market formation, (vi) resources mobilization
and (vii) creation of legitimacy/counteract resistance to change [37].

Kazancoglu et al. (2021) developed a system dynamics (SD) model to understand
the impacts of I4.0 on the environmental and social dimension of sustainability. The
model analyses the cause effect relationships between variable and provide insights on
I4.0 technologies related to productivity, CO2 emissions and social indicators such as work
injuries and accidents. Particularly, the model demonstrates that the implementation of I4.0
technologies is an important factor for the transition to a sustainable business model [38].
These results are confirmed also by Li et al. (2020). They analysed if digital technologies
such as IoT, cloud manufacturing, big data analytics can have a positive impact on economic
and environmental dimensions. Their results show that I4.0 technologies improve quality
of environmental and economic performance [39]. Companies are increasing the demand of
robots, IoT, artificial intelligence and big data technologies due to their multiple advantages
and capabilities (i.e., integration, interoperability, efficiency, quality and productivity) as
compared to humans [40].

In this regard, it is important to underline that the sound effects on economic growth
might not necessarily have a positive influence on employment at least in the short period.
New technologies will drastically transform the labour market resulting in many working
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activities being automated, and therefore creating less employment than the previous
industrial revolutions.

Dosi et al. (2021) investigate the controversial relation between digitalization and
social impacts, and particularly on jobs. Their model consists of a two-sector economy:
(i) one upstream macro sector performing R&D activity and (ii) a downstream one, whereby
capital-goods acquired from the upstream sector are used to produce goods. The two sectors
are linked through innovation, indeed the upstream determine product innovation while
the downstream sector provides process innovation. Results of the model demonstrate that
the replacement of obsolete technologies, equipment and tools impact negatively on labour
demand [41]. Finally, Prause and Günther (2019) develop an agent-based model (ABM)
to analyse the innovation spread of I4.0 technologies with respect to process and product
innovations, and different strategies adopted by companies. The model is calibrated and
validated by using data from the German Community Innovation Survey. The ABM
model captures and describe the link between company capabilities and technology. It
is a decision-making tool to support companies in the choice of the proper innovation
strategy [42].

3. The IN4.0-SD Model

The IN4.0-SD (Industrial Innovation, Inequality, and Inflation—System Dynamics)
model is a closed system disequilibrium economic model composed of three main entities
(DASB, SOIB, and Households) connected among each other via supply-demand require-
ments and financial flows. Aggregated figures emerging from the model are developed in
a separate entity called Government. The model accounts for approximately 810 elements
including 53 stocks, 111 flows, 410 auxiliary variables, 135 parameters, and 14 table func-
tions. The remaining 87 elements consist of additional variables created to interconnect the
entities of the model and providing the basis for network approaches for future analysis.
The purpose of the model is to explore the potential impact of DAS transformation on SOI,
and address concerns for labour employment, inequality and stable inflation over time.

The model is developed in the software Ventity by Ventana Systems Inc, that relies on
continuous type non-linear system dynamics modelling at its core, while integrating the
possibility to separate system entities as objects that can be extended with large network
datasets and provide the basis for hybrid system dynamics-agent based modelling. For the
purpose of this paper, every one of the three entities is considered as a single, aggregated
sector. Disaggregation via networks can be considered for future developments. The
IN4.0-SD in the Ventity software and the full list of equations can be found at the link
https://doi.org/10.25411/aru.16821058.

3.1. System Boundaries

Figures 1 and 2 show the system boundaries of the IN4.0-SD as composed of the three
macro-agents in from both a real and a financial perspective. Figures highlight the sources
of exogenous system change from the real economy, and the simplifying assumptions in
money generation via borrowing in the system.

In particular:

1. Sustainable Oriented Innovation Business (SOIB): a sector that uses capital, licenced
services and labour for the production and sales of capital goods. The existence of
an inventory between production and shipment is assumed. SOIB endogenously
sets prices and wages, employees labour, orders and produces capital, and buys
licenced services from the relative sector. This latter is assumed being a driver for
both capital productivity and labour requirement of capital. Their business model
relies on traditional consumption and production. Revenues is made based on the
sales of products. SOIB pays labour and dividends to the Household sector, purchases
capital which flows back to the SOIB sector and licences to the Digital Assets Supplier
Business sector.

https://doi.org/10.25411/aru.16821058
https://doi.org/10.25411/aru.16821058
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2. Digital Assets Supplier Business (DASB): a sector that operates by detaching the
concept of production from the concept of sales and revenue. DASB uses capital,
licenced services and labour to respond to a series of open tickets from their clients to
be solved to maintaining high efficiency rate and doing this free or charge. This is used
to support customer service to the client needs and targets high service performance.
However, the revenue is generated via the sales of licenced digital products that can
be distributed at no cost and without limit of reproduction. DASB pays labour and
dividends to the Household sector, purchases capital which flows back to the SOIB
sector and licences to the DASB sector.

3. Household (H) sector: a sector that behaves as final consumer for both DASB and
from SOIB sectors. It manages their finances via receiving payments as labour and
dividends from the other sectors and uses those to purchase output from both. H
sector composes the demand at the real level for both SOIB and DASB sectors.
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3.1.1. Key Exogenous Drivers

As shown in Figure 1, the model accounts for two major exogenous drivers that are
considered being outside the boundaries for the purpose of the model. These are:
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1. Household demand for capital: the demand for capital is dependent on a variety of
factors that lie outside the boundaries of the system. These might include population
change, human preferences in consumption, and so on. In IN4.0-SD household
demand is assumed growing at 0.5% exponential growth rate for the duration of
the simulation, despite the availability of cash can influence their ability to make
purchases.

2. Availability of new digital products: it is well known that one single company can
potentially create a multitude of digital products that can be licences separately,
generating different revenue streams to the parent company. The IN4.0-SD does
not model the creation of new products explicitly, rather it exogenously assumes
these come in the form of new licences that are sold to different customers in every
sector. In so doing, the three sectors assume an exogenous curve describing the new
licences entering the market. With a certain time-delay, each sector would ultimately
adopt those licences, supporting growth of the digital economy. These structures are
explained in Appendix A of this paper.

3.1.2. Simplifying Assumption

As shown in Figure 2, the model assumes that cash supply adapts to whatever cash
shortage in every sector, via providing cost free borrowing. This assumption is required
because the system is a closed system economy that must increase the money supply to
expand both in real and financial terms. The result is to simplify the model significantly in
comparison to reality, while, at the same time, keep the results focused on the major points
of interest that are the impact of industrial innovation on inequality and inflation.

3.2. Model Overview

Figure 3 shows a structural overview of both DAS and SOI entities highlighting their
inputs and output that connect them with the rest of the model. For additional details on
how these systems are modelled it is possible to consult Appendix A of this paper.

The entities DASB and SOIB are assumed being composed of nine sub-sectors. Seven
of these are common among the two, and they differ among each other only due to the
modelling of prices and their output sub-dimension, named Customer Services for DASB
and Production for SOIB. The logic of the system can be explained as follows:

- Demand is collected in both entities which use extrapolative adaptive expectations
to determine their level of desired output. For SOIB, demand is represented with
the amount of new capital orders coming from SOIB, DASB and H, and the desired
output as the level of shipment of capital to assure demand satisfaction. For DASB,
demand is intended as the open tickets generated by both SOIB and DASB. Desired
output represents the Customer service rate, where, if tickets are not solved on time,
the respective client might have a reduction in production rate as a lack of efficiency.
This is obtained in the Production or Customer services sub-dimension as indicated
in Figure 3.

- The amount of desired production is used to determine the amount of desired capital
assets required to meet demand. Capital is modelled using a stock-and-flow manage-
ment structure accounting for the system delays in construction and time required to
organize production from the SOIB and recorded in their backlog of orders. This is
calculated in the Capital sub-dimension.

- Following the Capital stock and flow structure, both Capital Productivity and Labour
Requirement of Capital are calculated as a co-flow from Capital [43]. These are
modelled using the same structure between the two, since it allows to stick a chosen
property to the amount of Capital. In this this case we model how much output can
be generated with a unit of capital, and how many workers would be required while
using a certain type of Capital, and this structure allows for dynamically change those
property while remaining anchored to the fundamental capital structure. The very
same structure could be used to model other properties such as energy or material
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use and remains an archetype for sustainability type studies. These are calculated and
in the relative sub-dimensions.

- Labour and Labour Productivity are then modelled as anchored to the available capital
and the Labour requirement of capital. This is calculated in the relative sub-dimension.

- Production and customer service can be generated using the output from the sub-
dimensions Capital, Labour, and Capital Productivity. In the process of planning
output, open tickets are generated as linear proportion. Open tickets represent bugs in
digital assets that might prevent a smooth operation of capital and labour. Tickets are
the demand for DASB and if not solved quickly can reduce productivity of the respec-
tive client sector as well as reduce customer attractions for purchasing new licences.
These are calculated in the Production and Customer Services sub-dimensions.

- Licences are representative of knowledge accumulation for companies, and thus have
the effect of changing the structural composition of their assets. It is assumed that
when licences do grow for a sector, then (i) their labour requirement of capital would
decrease, (ii) their capital productivity would increase, and (iii) their open tickets per
unit of output would decrease. Licence expansion growth is modelled as an expansion
on the non-linear Bass (1969) product diffusion model [44]. In such a structure a
reinforcing loop from the population of Licences in Use drives more of them from
the population of Aware Potential Customers. The basic structure would generate
an S-Shaped growth curve until the population of Aware Potential Customers is
available. The structure had been expended by assuming that (i) licences can expire
and customers face the choice of either renewing their licence at a cost or not renew
it resulting in a lost customer, and (ii) a new population of Aware Customers is
constantly renewed adopting an exogenous growth curve of rising 0.5% exponential
growth per time unit thus allowing for rising Licence in Use for the full time of
the simulation. This supports monotonic behaviour of Licences in Use growth with
resulting impact on the three changing factors. This is calculated in all respective
sub-dimensions.

- Prices is modelled in the relative sub-dimension with two different structures for SOIB
and DASB. Variations of inventory level in comparison to desired level are assumed
being the main determinant of price change for SOIB. For the case of DASB, given that
the supply is virtually unlimited for every product, it was assumed that the market
size (e.g., the sum of licences currently sold and aware potential customers) could
be used as proxy for price setting. In particular, it is assumed that the larger the
market size the smaller would be the price, thus allowing economies of scale and
rising profits.

- Wage is modelled in the relative sub-dimension based on (i) the ability of every sector
to meet their demand for labour and (ii) the trend in output generated per person.
These can change based on the influence of licences on increased capital productivity
and reduced labour requirement of capital, which ultimately both lead to greater
productivity per worker.

- Cash is modelled using stock-and-flow consistency condition based on all outflows
(labour payments, dividends, payments for capital, payments for licences) and inflows
(revenue and borrowing). The system is initialized assuring balance equilibrium across
all sectors (e.g., all revenue equals to all cash outflows for each entity) and quickly
disequilibrate while assuring stock-and-flow consistency for the entire economy. The
effect of cash availability are constraints to both capital and licences purchase, labour
payments and dividend payments and are calculated in the respective sub-dimensions.
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3.3. Model Limitations

The model is a stylised economy model and as such does not represent significant
factors of the real economy. For example, despite the variable Cash is considered explicitly
in the model, and uses revenue as inflow and payments as outflow, the model ignores
factors such as debt, interest rates, and cost of capital. In particular, borrowing is considered
as being free of charge and supports the agents of the model to remain solvent at all the
time in the simulation.

Large sectors such as banks, government, or other institutions are ignored. Also, the
environmental and limits to growth factors are not considered both in terms of population
change (limits to labour employment), resources and energy system change. Thus, this
model represents a stylized economy that provide disequilibrium flexibility to model
transition economies. The model can then be extended to wider domains to be useful in
the context of global sustainability.

4. Exploring Impact of Innovation on Inequality and Inflation
4.1. Time Unit, Time Horizon and Time Step

The time unit used for model simulation had been of 1 month, and simulation time
chosen to 480 months (i.e., 40 years), considered to be sufficient to capture the dynamics
of system transitions and eventual tipping points. Due to time delays existing in the
model, and the requirement to pass the integration test, the time step (or dt) was chosen to
0.25 months (ca. 1 week). The simulation starts at time zero and runs in continuous time
using Euler integration method.

4.2. Initialization to Steady-State

In this study, the model is simulated on generic values to demonstrate its fundamental
behaviour. By adopting a more data-oriented approach these very same parameters would
be initialized on datasets.

The purpose of the initialization is to assure the steady state at the start of the simula-
tion, which means that the match in terms of both inputs and outputs in the network of
entities is assured. In other words, it is required that the system respects the three following
conditions:

- Condition 1: Production of capital from SOI matches the total demand of new capital
from all three sectors;

- Condition 2: Solution of open tickets from DAS matches the total demand for tickets
from both SOI and DAS sectors;

- Condition 3: All sectors’ cash input should equal their cash output for all sectors.
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Table 1 shows the five parameters that have been set exogenously for the three sectors,
and the additional four parameters that had been calculated endogenously based on the
three conditions listed above starting from the exogenous ones to assure the match in all
input and output in the entire model.

Table 1. Initial parameters used as foundations for all stock variables.

Type Parameter Unit SOI DAS H

Exogenous

Reference Capital addition Capital Unit/Month 1000 1000 9000
Reference Buy Licence Licence/Month 5000 1000 1000

Reference Tickets Tickets/Month 400 600 NA
Reference Labour Person 1000 1000 NA

Reference Price Currency unit/Capital Unit
(SOI)Currency unit/Licence (DAS) 1 1 NA

Endogenous

Reference Capital Production Capital Unit/Month 11,000 NA NA
Reference Sold Licences Licence/Month NA 7000 NA

Reference Total Tickets Service Tickets/Month NA 1000 NA
Reference Wage Currency Unit/Person 5 5 NA

It is worth noting that the price of output of both sectors had been defined to the
arbitrary value 1 at the start of the simulation, and labour is set to 1000 Persons in both SOI
and DAS sectors. The Reference Capital Addition in each sector sums up to determine the
Capital production in the SOIB, while the sum of Reference Tickets gives the Total Tickets to
Service from the DASB. The number of Licences purchase from all sectors determines how
much licences are initially sold by the DASB. These allow to calculate the starting revenue
and all cash purchases from all sectors. The difference between the two corresponds to the
payments to labour, which divided by the reference labour force allows to calculate Wage
and assuring stock and flow consistency in the economy at the start of the simulation.

It is worth noting that without adopting this approach to initialization, the systems
would still evolve towards stock and flow consistency because of its inherent structure.
However, this allows for a smooth start of the model at initial conditions and set the model
to go straight to the point of the purpose of this analysis.

4.3. Choice of Arbitrary Parameters

The IN4.0-SD includes more than one hundred parameters, that of course cannot all
be tested for the purpose of the analysis. Forrester (1961) demonstrated that when systems
are both complex and fundamentally uncertain, the important aspect is not to determine
the value of every parameter with extreme precision, but rather seek for those fundamental
highly sensitive points that can have influence to determine radical change to the dynamics
of the system, thus supporting a view of system improvement [45].

In addition to this, in this study we are not using any specific data source to compare
our modelling output with, making this study theoretical. Comparison to historical data
can be done for future development at a later stage.

In so doing, most of the parameters influencing the system are given arbitrary values
using information judgement, as typical of cases of deep uncertainty analysis. After setting
the parameters the focus of the analysis shifts towards the sensitive intervention points
that can radically change the system behaviour as proposed in the following section.

The parameter categories and generic values can be found in Table 2 below. Their role
in the model can be described as follows:

- Elasticities: these parameters determine the impact of a change in one variable on the
relative change on another variable, and their value is normally set between −1 and 1.
If an elasticity measuring the effect of variable X on variable Y is set at 0.1, it means
that a one unit rise in the variable X would determine a 10% increase in the variable
Y. Elasticities are at the core of high leverage factors in the model as explored in the
sensitivity analysis in the following section.
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- Growth parameters: these are the parameters determining growth rate of variables in
the system. For example, the demand of capital from households and the expansion of
new licenses entering the system are set to rise at 0.5% exponential growth rate each
month. The service attraction rate for new license purchase determines the number of
new clients that would purchase a license due to the word-of-mouth feedback loop
from existing licenses in use. A value of 15% per month indicates that each existing
client would bring 0.15 clients each month, or equivalently 1 new client at every
5 months. This determines the growth rate of licenses in use in the system as driver
for the entire model.

- Physical life of productive factors: indicate how long a particular asset will operate
in a firm. For example, it is assumed that the average life of a contract for labour is
60 months (or 5 years), while capital would take 120 months (or 10 years) to discard.

- Safety stock targets: system dynamics modelling always focuses on assuring that
stocks remain within realistic ranges, such as never being negative over the time of the
simulation while flows can alter its value. In so doing, it is assumed that companies
can form future expectations of their cash outflows based on past data, and as a result
assure that the cash satisfies a certain coverage in terms of amount of time required
to deplete all monetary reserves. If normal cash coverage is 6 months, it means that
a firm would keep approximately 6 months’ worth of monthly cash outflows as a
desired cash safety measure. If cash drops below desired levels, then cash outflows
can decrease in comparison to expected levels thus constraining the purchase of assets
or payments of workers. Similarly, the production in the SOI entity would target to
keep 12 months’ worth of production in storage to remain resilient to system shocks
and assure high demand satisfaction rate.

- Delivery time delay: represent the amount of time target by suppliers, and known
by customers, to plan production and assure satisfaction rate. It takes time from an
order of Capital or opening of a ticket for the organizations to adapt and process that
specific order. The model accounts for these delays, assuming between 3 to 6 months
to deliver an item after order is first made.

- Time for stocks’ adjustment: the model accounts for the time it takes from a rational
decision to transform into action accounting for things like bureaucracy, speed of
institutions, time to collect data and actual action. In this model it is assumed that it
takes 48 months on average to change capital, 6 months to adapt to labour requirement,
and 1 month to revisit financial variables.

- Time to record change: variables such as prices and wages are assumed being depen-
dent on their values at previous time step, and normally take time to adapt to present
condition. For example, one can think that a change in labour supply might take at
least one year to record a shift in wage. For simplicity, both variables are assumed
taking approximately 12 months to register change out of external pressured.

- Time to perceive and establish trends: decision makers are assumed to adapt to
past trends by extrapolating projections, and still define requirements for capacity
development while anchored to past trends. This is a well-known structure used in
behavioural economics [46] and System Dynamics [47] literature. For simplicity it is
assumed that perception of trends might take from 3 to 12 months, and establishment
of trend to lead to decisions might take from 24 to 60 months.

This set of exogenous parameters linked with the parameters used to initialize the
system to steady state allow to determine the input value for every stock in the system
and assure the model design can start at the desired set of values. For future research, this
could make it simple to link the IN4.0 to real data.

Given that most of these parameters can be influential with minor importance in terms
of system behaviour, the analysis focuses on eight high level leverage elasticity parameters
bringing the effect of licences accumulation on the change of capital properties as indicated
in the following section.
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Table 2. Categories of arbitrary parameters and approximative range of value setting.

Parameter Category Parameter Examples Average Value

Elasticities
Price elasticity on inventory gap 10%

Wage elasticity on labour productivity 10%
Labour requirement elasticity on licences −30%

Growth parameters
Normal service attraction rate 15%/month

Growth rate of licences 0.5%/month
Growth rate of capital in households 0.5%/month

Physical life of productive factors
Average duration of contracts 60 months

Average life of capital 120 months
Average time to renew licences 6 months

Safety stock targets Normal cash coverage 6 months
Normal Inventory coverage 12 months

Delivery time delays Desired delivery delay for capital 3 months
Normal time to solve tickets 6 months

Time of adjustment of stocks
Time to adjust capital 48 months
Time to adjust labour 6 months
Time to adjust cash 1 month

Time to record change Time to change price 12 months
Time to change wage 12 months

Time to perceive and establish trends
Time to perceive inflation 12 months
Time to perceive orders 6 months

Time to establish trend of orders 60 months

4.4. Leverage Points for Two-Factorial Sensitivity Analysis

Table 3 shows the considered high-leverage parameters and their range of variation
for the two-factorial sensitivity analysis used in this paper. The two-factorial sensitivity
analysis draws from Montgomery (2017) [48], and consists of a collection of experiments
that explores all possible combinations of a series of k factors that can vary on two levels
each, thus resulting in 2k experiments. The choice of two levels assures the minimum
possible number of simulations to provide an estimate of the mutual influence of the
significant factors on system behaviour. Considering a set of k = 8 parameters we generate
28 = 256 experiments for this analysis. Supporting material to this paper proposes univariate
sensitivity analysis on these same parameters for both the SOIB and DASB entities, thus
exploring the possible influence of change in parameters in one entity might impact on the
rest of the economy.

Six out of eight parameters test the influence of rising Licences in Use on the three
levers (i) labour requirement per capital unit, (ii) capital productivity, and (iii) open tickets per
job for both SOIB and DASB entities. The two levels had been chosen to reflect a range of
uncertainty within those meant for the purpose of this analysis. For example, we assume
that licences in use would have a negative impact of labour requirement per capital unit, and
both levels for the relative elasticities have been choses within the negative range. If the
elasticities were to be positive, then we would test the hypothesis that increasing licences
in use could generate a rise in labour required per unit of capital. Despite this hypothesis
could be tested for future analysis we opt for the former type of assumption. The same logic
is applied for the impact of licences in use on open tickets per job, and capital productivity.

The other two parameters Price elasticity on market size and Price elasticity on inventory
gap provide indication of the effect of endogenous system forces on prices for both sectors,
that determine deflator and inflation in the model. The overarching assumption is that
when demand is higher than supply, then the inventory gap would be positive, pushing
SOI price up over time. On the other hand, the greater the market size of digital assets,
then lower would be the required price by DASB to make profit out of it. The elasticity
levels chosen for the sensitivity analysis reflect these assumptions.
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Table 3. Parameters’ choice and range for two-factorial sensitivity analysis.

Entity Parameter Low Level High Level

DASB Price Elasticity on Market Size −0.2 −0.1
DASB Open Tickets per Job Elasticity on Licences in Use −0.5 −0.25
DASB Labour Requirement Elasticity on Licences in Use −0.5 −0.25
DASB Capital Productivity Elasticity on Licences in Use 0.25 0.5
SOIB Price Elasticity on Inventory Gap 0.1 0.2
SOIB Open Tickets per Job Elasticity on Licences in Use −0.5 −0.25
SOIB Open Tickets per Job Elasticity on Licences in Use −0.5 −0.25
SOIB Open Tickets per Job Elasticity on Licences in Use 0.25 0.5

The results of the sensitivity analysis can be found in the figures below. As shown in
Figure 4 none of the parameters chosen for the sensitivity have impact on the number of
Licences in Use adopted by both DASB and SOIB, which is mostly driven by the exogenous
growth rate factors. The growth of licences in use shows well how the influence on the three
entries labour requirement of capital, capital productivity, and open tickets per job. The two levels
for each of the elasticities that control the influence of licences in use on the other variables
are automatically visible on their two levels chosen for the sensitivity.
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Figure 5 shows the level of impact that the combinations of these change in parameters
have on the three key variables of both DASB and SOIB, that are prices, wage, and labour force.
The modelling of DAS Price is driven by licence market growth, which in the absence of
change in licence in use variables shows high control capability based on the two levels of the
Price Elasticity on Market Size. SOI Price results being more interesting, demonstrating how
the combinations of parameter change can influence on price at different levels generating
a range of scenarios, all showing rise in inflation rate.
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A large difference in the two entities behaviour can be noticed, meaning that while
wage and labour force have the tendency to decrease for the digital asset supplier business,
these tend to increase at different levels of growth for the sustainable oriented innovation
business. This is driven by the combination of three factors. First, the effect of licences
increases on increased efficiency by reducing the number of open tickets per job, has the effect
of ultimately reducing the demand for workers in the DAS business. On the other hand,
there is no factor endogenously decreasing the demand for capital, which tend to push
for growth as driven by household consumption. Second, the constant reduction of labour
requirement of capital is by itself a factor determining a dynamic decrease for labour which
is contrasted to increase only by rising demand. This explains while wage tends to increase
in SOIB, and why labour force results can result in growing for most sensitivity scenarios.
Third, the influence of labour productivity on increasing wages plays a determinant role,
particularly after the 240th month in the simulation. In other words, reduction in labour
relative to increased capital productivity and constant demand would result in gaining
higher wages for the those who can work, thus pushing wage up for most scenarios in the
second part of the simulation.

Figure 6 shows the resulting effect of the sensitivity on aggregated variables between
SOIB and DASB including the difference in cash flow income for households. As demon-
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strated by the deflator, which aggregates the price level of both productive sectors, the
price rise influence in SOIB is dominant in the system to generate a final rise in inflation.
This is relevant for the overarching objective of financial institution where inflation stability
remains of fundamental importance. On the other hand, wage does not rise as fast as price,
resulting in a growing Average price to Average wage ratio. In other words, if the parameters
used for this sensitivity show some truth of an uncertain future that can be dominated
mostly by machines rather than workers, then the result might be that the purchasing
power of workers would gradually decrease leading them to be decreased quality of life.
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As it is possible to see the total employment and the total labour income are assumed to rise
despite of the forces against their growth, and these can assure that the total economic output
is still met based on standard growth targets as often set by businesses and governments.
However, the wealth is shown to shift to the hands of those who own the businesses
and receive dividends. It is worth noting that the variable dividend was initially set to
zero (stock and flow consistency was initialized with revenue for each firm to match their
purchase payment and labour payment), but while representing the profitable component
of a firm, then its earnings go straight into dividends. This would potentially explain why
growth would be dominated by capital owner purchases rather than workers perceiving
wage, resulting in a more inequal world despite meeting the targets of inflation stability
and growth.

5. Key Modelling Insights

The IN4.0-SD is a theoretical system model which purpose is to bring together the
basic structures that can determine the influence of digital transformation on sustainable
oriented economic system and inequality while targeting institutional governmental targets
such as growth and inflation stability. As demonstrated in this paper, those institutions
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have a good chance of meeting their targets in the near future, despite the fact that this
has profound implications for how we would run an economy, particularly by removing
wage-earners from the production equation. Despite being inherently complex, the model
is built on simple assumptions on the functioning of the economy which use, at current
stage of development is to explore potential scenarios of the future, which might foresee a
reality in the years to come.

The fundamental practical assumptions used to run this analysis can be summarized
as follows:

- The digital transition is taking dominance in the real world, leading to a change in
the concept of labour as we know it. It is uncertain if this effect might rise demand
for labour and decrease it in absolute terms. This model is set to explore the case in
which labour force would be less and less required to achieve economic output.

- Sustainable oriented innovative businesses that aim for reduction in the use of natural
resources and waste, while increasing productivity, often rely on digital intangible
assets to achieve their sustainability targets. This might lead to a change in the
composition of labour in the system, while maintaining a profit-making purpose
which favours the owners of the assets rather than the labour.

- The assumptions characterize a top-down perspective to modelling rather than focus-
ing on micro-level behaviours of decision makers that work in organizations. This
indicates that we seek to provide a general picture rather than precise estimates. Fu-
ture effort to generate insights for organization structural change using the model
would require more work with data and direct contact with innovative organizations.

On a theoretical level we adopt a view of the world that is in line with complexity
economics, in the sense that we accept the notion that the future is uncertain, and the only
thing that we know is that we do not know [49,50]. As a result, we consider a scenario
analysis based on key leverage factors as more relevant for future exploration despite
the little use of empirical data to inform such an analysis. On the other hand, numerical
data in such are domain are difficult to retrieve, we feel that the conclusion of the analysis
still hold.

It is also important to recognize that these assumptions brought together thanks to two
ad-hoc defined modelling structures as explained in the supporting material. These are:

- Ad-hoc production function: the production function had been built neglecting the
standard formulation as proposed in economic textbooks, such as Cobb-Douglas,
Constant Elasticity of Substitution or Leontief production functions [51]. The formu-
lation allows for a particular factor to production to drive adaptation (in this case
capital) and use the other factors to determine complex adaptivity which stick to the
first production factor (in this case labour and productivity). The properties of this
formulation are different from those of standard formulation that often do not stick
with reality [52].

- Archetype for resource use in capital vintage structure: the structures adopted to
model productivity and labour requirement are equivalent among each other. Their
difference lies in the positive impact of digital change on capital productivity, while
assuming reduction in the requirement of labour. Such as structure can be adopted
as-is for the cases of energy use, mineral uses, and material consumption in general.
This could support better modelling of industrial innovation in the context of natural
resource consumption.

The key outcome is that, if those assumptions about the uncertain future are true,
we are likely to face a reality where financial institution targets (e.g., stable inflation) can
be met thanks to technology development, despite leading to rise in inequality, rise in
unemployment and prosperity of the rich.
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6. Discussion and Implication
6.1. Modelling Implications

The IN4.0-SD model provides insights on several dimensions. It highlights the link
between the increasing productivity and inflation and their impacts on wages and in-
equality. In agreement with Raberto et al. (2018) [5], an increasing inflation cannot be
sustained in the long run, as it reduces real wages. In addition to this, as outlined by our
model, the possible scenario of decreased employment caused by the increasing adoption
of innovation and digital technologies (DASB), may exacerbate inequalities in favour of the
wealthy who own productive assets. This is a well-known trend, from the middle of the
1980s, real wages in developed countries have not kept the pace with productivity, shifting
the functional distribution of income towards profit [53].

Moreover, the predominance of DASB brings to potential issues for the employment.
Indeed, our model confirms the results provided by Dosi et al. (2021) that demonstrate the
negative impact of technology adoption on jobs. Without effective policies, the increase in
technology eventually leads to a massive loss of unemployment and purchasing power for
wages and to the collapse of the economy. Governments aim at a stable inflation growth and
assure maximum possible employment to their populations. However, when innovation
modifies the characteristics of the way we run our economy, it becomes important to
understand the drivers that drive system change with focus on potential risks such as
inequality, instability, and potential rise in unemployment.

It is worth noting that the structure proposed in the IN4.0-SD can be used as part of
larger models of capital growth and integrated in the context of climate modelling and
integrated assessment with ease. As a result, the simplified structure of price modelling
adopted here might be not suitable for addressing great challenged in the financial system.
One potential future application could be to be used as fundamental structure of the ERRE
model [51] used to approach energy transition, linkages with food and finance. The ERRE
is a large and more sophisticated models built upon the World3-03 [7] and earlier version
of the System Dynamics National model from [54,55]. However, the ERRE still employs
a standard neo-classical production function. The structure proposed in IN4.0-SD can
potentially solve the limitation of the ERRE providing a step forward in the understanding
of complex systems such as the global economy and its relationships with the planetary
boundaries.

6.2. Implications of Digital Transformation and Sustainable Oriented Innovations

Technology and digital transformation influence society and the economy on various
dimensions that can profoundly change every aspect of human life. Some of these changes
might be pleasant, and some might not. The social implications of this research are more
visible in those societies that suffer the challenges stemming from inequality because of the
industry 4.0 revolution.

As a result of the advent of digitalization, an increasing number of people have
relocated to cities in order to achieve a higher standard of living. Yao Lu and Feng Wang
(2013) revealed that internal migration of approximately 35% of population from rural to
urban areas in China has caused the change in the labour market such to establish wage
differentials and barriers due to occupational structure [56].

Piore (1979) and Becker (2010) declared that besides the diversity among human capital
endowments, ethnic and racial differences between the resident and immigrant people
reinforce the inequality in employment [57,58]. Block and Evans (2005) and Kalev et al. (2006)
demonstrated that in addition to market structure, intense market competition driven by
technology advancement in each industrial sector can lead to workplace inequality [59,60].

The equipment advancement following technology development has established two
orientations in labour market. According to one, the equipment is so user friendly and each
operator even with low level of skills could work with it. On another side, the equipment
could be too advanced and working with it would require the high level of skills. Under
these orientations, the job position for low skilled people with low wage as they deserved
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would increase as well as for high skilled persons with high wage. As a result, wage
and employment development of medium-skilled persons lag behind that of low- and
high-skilled persons, and inequality is felt more strongly by these classes of people [6].

All these circumstances could be a stimulus behind the creation of inequality in the
labour market, and regulators could shed light on the direction of inequality reduction
using the proposed model.

On the other side of society, it is possible to confirm that welfare is accumulating in the
hands of the few, and the young owners of tech giant firms are taking dominance in a world
that follows a digital transformation (Schmitd et al. 2021) [61]. To repay for the inequal
distribution on income in the economy, they often engage in philanthropic organizations,
with the main objective of solving global sustainability challenges. This movement was
pioneered by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, and today accounting for a variety of
philanthropic initiatives such as the Chan Zuckemberg Initiative, the Emerson Collective,
the Omidyar Network, and Arnold Ventures. By building wealth on the digital transition
they surely provide a story of good intentions, but offer only limited transparency about
real motives and actions.

On the other hand, SOI and DAS businesses can also provide positive effects on
environment. The challenge of climate change requires to produce with less, reducing
waste and stopping using fossil fuels to run businesses. Reacting to climate change in
this era demands for responses that interconnect the global community on multiple levels.
These effects not only impact on the socio-geographic issues, but also on industry creating
huge operational problems. Simpler ways to run businesses can be based on low material
content economy, thus pushing toward a digital and service economy using business
models as those outlined in this paper. In the context of SOIB, the innovation could
be represented by the upgraded version of three main elements including processes,
organizational interactions, and products that tries to harness the negative environmental
impact, strengthen the social dimension while benefitting value creation for society [62].

Process innovation consists of proposing the new way for the producing of com-
modities and supplying services that uses the less raw material, limits the rate hazardous
and waste, and does not contribute to climate change [63]. Organizational innovation is
achievable via rearranging the interactions and formation and adopting the new orientation
for managing system especially from environmental viewpoint [64] and finally product
innovation could be reached by adjusting better design products to support reuse, easy
recycling of its material component raw material, and extend their durability [65]. All these
three main elements not only as stand-alone items, but also thought synergic interaction
among each other can determine considerable level of innovation towards sustainable
businesses [30].

Finally, it is fundamental to underline the primary role of decision makers. Indeed,
factors such as taxes and government interventions can potentially influence the stability of
the system, regulations can apply constraints to the natural evolution of systems, and these
must be all considered simultaneously to reach sustainability and a zero-carbon economy
as soon as possible. Policy makers can play a fundamental role amplifying or reducing
these effects by means of public investments and/or tax incentives, removing legislation,
technological or financial barriers through effective policy measures, leading to steady
economic growth with business opportunities across the whole economy [36,66,67]. It is
critical that policy development embraces technological advancement in a realistic way,
accounting for feedback from and to the real economy as outlined by our model and a line
of research of economics of energy transition and complexity [68].

7. Conclusions

Innovation and technology change have driven companies and countries higher
wealth since the first agricultural revolution. However, such a development has led us to
face global challenges such as ecological sustainability while assuring good quality of life
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to society [5]. Developing tools that can help exploring the ethical, environmental, and
economic nature of the various issues related to industrial innovation is therefore vital.

This paper focuses on the role of sustainable oriented and digital asset supplier
businesses by proposing the IN4.0-SD model: a complex system model built around the
role of digital transformation for sustainable oriented innovative businesses and looking
at fundamental socio-economic variables such as inequality, unemployment and inflation
change.

Lacking structured data to compare the model results with, the model is used as
a theory by accepting the notion of fundamental uncertainty [49,50]. The analysis is
performed by investigating multiple scenarios using univariate and two-factorial sensitivity
testing with the assumption that digital technologies can be used as a proxy for innovation
in general, with implications for systems efficiency, labour requirements of productive
assets, and productivity growth. The analysis reveals that, while the digital transformation
can produce positive results in terms of inflation target stability and growth achievement,
it may also be the cause of increasing inequality between the assets’ owners and the
workers, by lowering wages in real terms, and potentially being cause of large increase in
unemployment, as other literature suggests [41].

The findings suggested by the model analysis are used to infer conclusions for the
wider society, including implications for sustainable oriented businesses and digital trans-
formation. These are confirmed by previous studies, in particular around the overall trend
in wealth creation for large technology firms owners, potential impact for employment in
the digital economy, and transformation for the labour market.

Next steps of this line of work can include integration of the model with data emerging
from public and private sources, likely to involve case-studies and business partners. In
addition to this, the proposed structures for production function and archetype to model
assets properties in terms of labour requirement and productivity can be used as stand-
alone applications to enhance the functionality of wider purposes system models. Among
those, models such as the ERRE (see Pasqualino and Jones 2020) [51] an benefit from these
novel ideas while linking them with both climate, agriculture, and energy systems.
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Appendix A. Model Structures

Appendix A is supplementary to Section 3.2 of the paper by describing the system
structures in terms of stocks and flows, and the fundamental relationships that determine
the dynamics of the model for the entities SOIB and DASB. The IN4.0-SD in the Ventity
software and the full list of equations can be found at the link https://doi.org/10.25411
/aru.16821058.

As shown in Figure 3, both SOIB and DASB share seven similar sub-dimensions (e.g.,
(i) Licences, (ii) Capital, (iii) Capital Productivity, (iv) Labour Requirement of Capital,
(v) Labour, (vi) Wage, (vii) Cash, and differ among each other in the modelling of (i) price,
and (ii) customer services (for DASB) or production (for SOIB).

This section describes those dimensions in the following order:

- Licences;
- Capital, Capital Productivity, Labour requirement of Capital, Labour;
- Production and Customer services;

https://doi.org/10.25411/aru.16821058
https://doi.org/10.25411/aru.16821058
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- Prices and Wage;
- Cash.

Appendix A.1. Licences Sub-Dimension

Figure A1 shows a simplified stock and flow diagram of the Licences subsystem used
for all the three sectors of the IN4.0-SD. This subdimension presents a reinforcing loop
typical of technology diffusion (or pandemic) models, where the number of licences in
use pulls larger and larger licences purchases from the stock of Aware Potential Licences
Purchase. This dynamic is also constrained by the ability of DASB to supply a good service
and efficiency to their customers, as well as from the availability of cash of each client
sector that must comply with their finances. Licences expire at with a certain time delay,
requiring either to renew that licence (thus generating additional revenue), or simply leave
the product.

The dynamics of growth of this system is dependent on the continuous expansion
of the Aware Potential Licences Purchase stock. Without an inflow to this stock, the overall
dynamic of the system would be exponential growth and collapse. The population of new
licences enters in the system as New Unaware Potential Customers based on an exogenously
set curve. With a certain time-delay, customers gradually become more and more aware
of the products, thus becoming Aware Potential Licences Purchase customers, and being
dragged into purchases of new licences by the worth-of-mouth reinforcing loop driven
by Licences in Use. The strength of the word-of-mouth reinforcing loop is dependent on
the customer satisfaction ratio that can decrease if DASB business does not meet capacity
requirement to assure high satisfaction rate, and the availability of cash of every sectors.
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The stock Licences in Use is used here as a proxy for innovation and digital assets
ownership which use influences the way firms make business. This is dependent on the
three effects and elasticities which bring and increase in Licences in Use to (i) an increase
in capital productivity per unit of capital, (ii) a decrease in labour requirement per unit of
capital, and (iii) a decrease in open tickets per job as follows.

Desired productivity π∗ is calculated as:

π∗ =

(
Lic
Lic0

)επ

× π0 Unit :
Capital Units
Capital Unit

or
Tickets

Capital Unit

where π0 is the capital productivity at time 0, Lic
Lic0

is the relative increase of licences in use
in comparison to time 0, and επ is the Capital productivity Elasticity on Licences in Use. This
latter is assumed to have a value between 0 and 1.
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Desired labour requirement of capital γ∗ is calculated as:

γ∗ =

(
Lic
Lic0

)εγ

× γ0 Unit :
Person

Capital Unit

where γ0 is the labour requirement of capital at time 0, Lic
Lic0

is the relative increase of licences
in use in comparison to time 0, and εγ is the Labour Requirement Elasticity on Licences in Use.
This latter is assumed to have a value between −1 and 0.

Fraction of tickets per job τ is calculated as:

τ =

(
Lic
Lic0

)ετ

× τ0 Unit :
Tickets

Capital Unit
or

Tickets
Ticket

where τ0 is the fraction of tickets per job at time 0, Lic
Lic0

is the relative increase of licences in
use in comparison to time 0, and ετ is the Fraction of Tickets per Job Elasticity on Licences in
Use. This latter is assumed to have a value between −1 and 0.

This structure pushes the system in a state of a constant disequilibrium driving change
in every sector of the IN4.0-SD economy. As far as the exogenous curves defining new
products entrants in the market are greater than those leaving the system, then the system
will show growth of Licences in Use.

Appendix A.2. Capacity Sub-Dimensions

Figure A2 shows a combination of four sub-dimensions (Capital, Labour, Productivity
of Capital and Labour Requirement per Unit of Capital) and shows the structure of the
production function for both SOIB and DASB.

The desired production is the driver of the capacity management structure. If capacity
builds up efficiently, each sector shall be able to supply enough services to keep customers
satisfied and allow for stable business growth in the economy, as driven by both exogenous
and endogenous dynamic disequilibrium factors.

While desired production P∗ is set as a driver for desired capital K∗, the capital
structure drives the entire capacity management structure. This is calculated as:

K∗ =
P∗

π
Unit : Capital Unit

where π is the productivity of capital and P∗ the desired production.
In a similar way capital drives labour such that desired labour L∗ (e.g., the amount of

labour required for the desired level of capital) is calculated as:

L∗ = K∗ × γ Unit : People

where K∗ is the desired capital and γ is the labour requirement per unit of capital, and
indicated labour indL (e.g., the amount of labour required for the actual level of capital) is
calculated as:

indL = K × γ Unit : People

A standard stock management structure and co-flows are used to assure that the
properties of newly ordered capital are maintained into the capital vintage structure. It is
worth noting that while the outflows from backlog are dependent either on the shipments
from the SOIB and the cash availability of each sector, both capital addition and capital
discard are calculated as a SMOOTH3 of the flow upstream to the capital vintage structure.
Thus, both Capital Under Construction and the Capital stocks should be considered as
third order vintage delays, as well as their co-flows determining Labour Requirement of
Capital and Capital Productivity.
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Based on these premises, the Indicated Production indP is calculated as:

indP = K × π Unit :
Capital Units

Month
or

Tickets
Month

where K is the stock of capital and π is the productivity of that capital, and the resulting
Production function is adjusted based on available labour as:

P = IndP × ϑ

(
L

indL

)
Unit :

Capital Units
Month

or
Tickets
Month

where ϑ is a non-linear relationship determining the impact of labour availability on
production as described in Figure A3, and L

indL the labour availability ratio.
The resulting production function provides different insights from those available in

the standard economic literature (e.g., Cobb-Douglas, Constant Elasticity of Substitution,
or Leontief) as reviewed in Pasqualino and Jones [5]. This structure provides greater
flexibility while at the same time assuming non-linear dynamics system assumptions and
more realistic behaviour.
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A Note on Most Common Production Functions

The three most used forms of production function are:

• Cobb-Douglas Production function
• Constant Elasticity of Substitution Production function
• Leontief Input-Output Production function

The Cobb-Douglas (CB) is an equation which takes the following form:

P = P0

(
K
K0

)ε( L
L0

)1−ε

where P is production, K is the Capital, K0 is the capital at the beginning of the simulation,
L is the labour, L0 is the labour at the beginning of the simulation, ε is a parameter between
0 and 1 representing the elasticity of substitution between labour and capital to obtain
production. One of the major reasons why this formulation often used in economics is
that it is continuous for every value of K, and L, thus allowing for the calculation of the
marginal productivity of every input factor by calculating the derivative of P based on every
productive factor. This property allows for the calculation of the investments by assuming
on rational expectations and perfect foresights of decision makers to reach desired levels of
output. Under the assumption of increases in demand, the formulation would result in
constant growth of labour and capital.

A weakness of the CB for the purpose of the IN4.0 is that when testing the possible
implication of shortages of one or the other productive factor, the constant elasticity would
make the other factor to automatically adjust, assuring the perfect substitutability of one
factor for the other. In addition, Shahik (1970) [52] argued that such a formulation should
not even be called a production function, simply because its properties would allow the
equation to match to whatever pattern of historical data, making it unsuitable for the
purpose it is supposed to fulfil.

The CES production function is a more sophisticated formulation that builds up on
the CB, and it takes the following form:

P = P0

(
ε

K
K0

+ (1 − ε)
L
L0

−ρ)− 1
ρ

where ε represents the value share of capital, (1 − ε) represents the value share of labour
on total production, and the ρ the elasticity of substitution between capital and labour. The
equation does not solve for ρ = 0, however, it is possible to demonstrate that calculating the
limit of the equation with ρ tending to zero, the result would be exactly the CB. Test 3 of
Appendix 2 of Pasqualino and Jones (2020) [51] demonstrates how the the CES production
function does not apply well when the factors of productivity change in composition to
generate production. While testing the reduction in energy consumption per unit of capital,
the test demonstrated how the CES generates balancing effect that allow, for example, to
increase the amount of capital required to generate production, despite energy is simply
embedded in capital and should rather determine an improvement in technology rather
than a change in capital demand and productivity.

The IN4.0-SD ad-hoc production function solves this problem by using one factor as
driven by the demand, and the other that depends on the first factor, and providing enough
flexibility to change capital properties such as productivity, and labour requirement per
unit of capital without altering the effects via unwanted unbalancing feedback effects.

On the other hand, the Leontief production function can be described by the following
equation:

P = min(PK, PL) = min(K · πK, L · πL)

where P is production, PK is the maximum production reachable from Capital, PL the
maximum production with available labour, K is capital, L is Labour, πK is the productivity
of one unit of capital and πL is the productivity of every worker. The standard formulation
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of the Leontief production function assumes no substitutability between the two production
factors, thus providing less flexibility than Cobb-Douglas in allowing the equation to match
historical data. However, the Leontief does not apply well to the purpose of the IN4.0-SD,
which is ultimately a top-level perspective system model which solves in continuous time
and supporting the view of a policy maker or high level decision maker in a firm. On the
other hand the Leontief production function would be more suitable for low scale dynamic
systems, such the decision making of a single firm managing cash, with the production
factor to generate supply.

Appendix A.3. Production and Customer Services

Figure A4 shows the production backlog and how new orders are generated in each
model. The capital orders in SOIB (right hand side of Figure A4) are calculated as the sum
of the capital orders from every sector. The orders accumulate in the backlog and decreases
due to shipments. The desired production structure accounts for both the estimation of
future orders, and adjustment from backlog and inventory based on future requirement.
Estimation is based on the TRND function, mimicking the behaviour of firm to adopt
econometric method, based on imperfect data, and remaining biased by past performance
rather than future estimates [43].

The ratio between desired and potential production determines the Indicated Capacity
Utilization that is corrected with a capacity utilization table function according to the shape
of Figure A5. Based on this curve, if demand decreases below supply, the behaviour is to
remove a little more backlog than required thus keeping labour busy and exploiting their
time during periods of low demand. When demand is above capacity, it is assumed that
workers can increase their capacity to accommodate demand but not so flexibly due to
friction in human endurance.

In IN4.0-SD it is assumed that when production is scheduled (both for SOIB and
DASB) there is a number of jobs which require opening tickets that form the demand for
the customer service of DASB. These can be seen from requests to produce better products
to solving bugs in their digital products. Thus, DASB opens new tickets, and plans capacity
to be able to solve them.

This brings to the tickets processing capacity management, leading back to require-
ments of new capital, and licences to meet those requirements. In a similar way to SOIB,
DASB schedules capital and labour to start solving tickets. Being DASB also relying on
licences to solve tickets, it also ends up opening further tickets that must be accounted for
production. It is assumed that tickets take an average time to be closed, and delivered, thus
reducing backlog, and supporting their clients with efficient production. If, for whatever
reason, the DASB cannot solve them, the service reduction is reflected in lower capacity
of SOIB to deliver their production to inventory and increases the delay time of DASB to
solve those tickets. This is a self-reinforcing loop that can generate instability in IN4.0-SD.
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Appendix A.4. Prices and Wages

IN4.0-SD endogenously models wages and prices using system of pressures based
on past performance (see Figure A6). The pressures for wage change are generated from
both (i) labour demand to availability ratio, and (ii) growth in labour productivity (the
output generated by every worker). If labour demand is beyond the labour that is currently
employed, then wages will tend to decrease. In the opposite case they would rise. On
the other hand, if workers productivity increases, this can lead to pressures increasing
wage over time. This can be generated both by reducing labour requirement of capital
by maintaining constant productivity, and by rising capital productivity with the same
amount of labour.

Prices are assumed being not impacted by costs (e.g., wages do not feedback to price).
Rather these are assumed to being driven by market forces alone. On the side of SOIB, it is
assumed that when desired inventory (the inventory required to assure desired supply)
is higher than actual inventory, this will generate inflationary pressures to increase price.
With regards to DASB, it is assumed that the price increases are inversely proportional to
the growth rate of the market, assumed as a key driver for determining customer interest
and service supply.
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Appendix A.5. Cash and Financial Decisions

Closing the feedback loops from real to financial and back to real dimensions,
Figure A7 shows the modelling of cash availability and their impact on decision mak-
ing. The desired cash expenditures are determined by the indicated levels of purchases
of licences, the indicated level of purchases for new capital, and the desired payments to
labour. These are compared to the max spending with available cash. If actual cash is lower
than what sufficient to assure payments are fulfilled, then these will be gradually contained
with subsequent effect on reducing system capacity and generating instability. This is
important to assure financial stock and flow consistency of every sector in the economy.

As a simplifying assumption, if cash is not sufficient to make payment, borrowing
is assumed to be generated at no cost, thus representing all money supply in the system.
If businesses perform well, and profits are larger than costs, than money surpluses are
distributed as dividends. The dynamics interplay of dividends compared to wage and
labour payments forms the basis for the study of inequality as proposed in this paper.
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Appendix B. Univariate Sensitivity Analyses of DAS and SOI Entities

Appendix B is supplementary to Section 4.4 of the paper by describing two univariate
sensitivity experiments to demonstrate the impact of the chosen sensitivity parameters
from both sectors on a set of output variables. The paper considers a two-factorial set
of 256 experiments based on the sensitivity of eight parameters, which can be mirrored
between two groups of four parameters that have the same role for influencing both SOIB
and DASB sectors. This analysis applies a univariate sensitivity analysis for each of the
two group of four parameters, dividing them by sector.

Appendix B.1. Univariate Analysis for DASB

Table A1 shows the parameters used for the DASB entity, both low and high levels
of sensitivity, the steps between one simulation and another for every parameter, and the
resulting simulations per each parameter. Differently from the two-factorial type of analysis,
the univariate considers every variation in parameters without varying other parameters.
The result is the sum of simulations taken one by one. In this case it is 5 + 6 + 6 + 6 = 23
simulations.

Figure A8 shows the result of varying the elasticities of the DASB entity while keeping
everything else equal. This shows well how the licences in use impact on the (i) capital
productivity, (ii) labour requirement per unit of capital and (iii) fraction of open tickets
per job. Without considering any change in SOIB parameters, the same variables appear
unvaried for the simulation.
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Table A1. Parameters’ choice and range for DASB univariate sensitivity analysis.

Parameter Low Level High Level Step Total Levels

Price Elasticity on Market Size −0.2 0 0.05 5
Open Tickets per Job Elasticity on Licences in Use −0.5 0 0.1 6
Labour Requirement Elasticity on Licences in Use −0.5 0 0.1 6
Capital Productivity Elasticity on Licences in Use 0 0.5 0.1 6

Figure A9 shows how the sensitivity of DASB impacts on SOIB in the model. It is
worth noting how the model is set to behave given the chosen parameters, in particular
assuming growth in capital productivity and reduction in labour requirement per unit of
capital and open tickets per job. The most relevant factor in this Figure is the low impact of
large variations in the DASB business in impacting the SOIB.

Figure A10 shows how the sensitivity impact on the overall economy of the IN4.0-
SD model. It is worth noting how no specific change in behaviour is considered in this
simulation, while influencing significantly on the Average Price on Average Wage ratio, that is
mostly due to the large variations on labour demand and wage impact for the DASB sector.
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Appendix B.2. Univariate Analysis for SOIB

Table A2 shows the parameters used for the SOIB entity, both low and high levels
of sensitivity, the steps between one simulation and another for every parameter, and the
resulting simulations per each parameter. Similarly to the previous case of univariate
sensitivity on DASB entity, the total number of simulations is 23.
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Table A2. Parameters’ choice and range for SOIB univariate sensitivity analysis.

Parameter Low Level High Level Step Total Levels

Price Elasticity on Inventory Gap 0 0.2 0.05 5
Open Tickets per Job Elasticity on Licences in Use −0.5 0 0.1 6
Open Tickets per Job Elasticity on Licences in Use −0.5 0 0.1 6
Open Tickets per Job Elasticity on Licences in Use 0 0.5 0.1 6

Figure A11 shows the result of varying the elasticities of the SOIB entity while keeping
everything else equal. This provides results that mirror the one of the sensitivity for DASB.
While the change in the variables (i) capital productivity, (ii) labour requirement per unit of
capital and (iii) fraction of open tickets per job is very visible, no change is considered for
the DASB.

Figure A12 shows how the sensitivity of SOIB impacts on DASB in the model. It is
worth noting that SOIB must respond to the demand from Households which is exoge-
nously set and assumed to grow exponentially and being unaffected by any endogenous
influence emerging from the model. The result is a rising employment in SOIB in compari-
son to what can be seen in DASB, with corresponding higher wages and prices.

Figure A13 shows how the overall impact on the economy, demonstrating how SOIB
influence the wider economy more than how DASB does, including higher impact on de-
flator, labour employment and labour payment. Despite of it, dividend rate remains higher
than labour payment resulting in high inequality emerging from these set of scenarios
as well.
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